
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Fall 2016 

Course:  MATH 009C Section:  023 - FIRST-YEAR CALCULUS 
Instructor:  Brandon Coya

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Brandon brought a different way of thinking and teaching to the class that allowed many of us to understand better than how the professor
explained

Great TA!!!

Brandon is amazing. He is so helpful and approachable. He was definitely quintessential in my learning process because it was so difficult to
understand what the actual teacher was saying. 10/10 dude.

Amazing TA

Brandon was a good TA, explains things clearly. though I've heard from some people in my class that said he was unapproachable, which I kind
of see. 

The one thing that bothered a lot of students, including myself is the frequent mention of a theorem that says that after some far distant
number, a function behaves differently, and then stating that you don't quite remember it. Math in itself for a lot of people isn't a passion. Some
students are trying to finish this class and being told to do a problem to favor a TA who quotes a theorem that he doesn't remember fully almost
seems to discredit you and erode your demeanor as a professional. While many might dislike your strict grading, i do appreciate your effort. I
hope that in the future you don't come off as rude and as a result, more students would approach you comfortably. 

You are very good at explaining the material.

Great TA! Does great explanations and helps with learning additional information on course materials. 

I thought he was hilarious and I understood our feelings about the class. He was more than willing to help us with anything and helped explained
topics in a different way than lecture. I wish that he had helped us learn the topics a little more, instead of just going through the homework and
giving us the answers. Just watching problems being done on the board isn't really my learning style. Overall though I think he was an awesome
TA!

The only reason I understand anything at all about this course is because of Brandon during discussions. By far one of the most effective TA's
I've ever had


